Holiday Homework
Class III
Art & Craft
Clay Modeling (Colourful Clay) :- Make any animals, Fruits, Vegetables, Birds.
Subject –Mathematics
Q1

Make a calendar of your birthday month in an A4 Size Sheet and highlight your birth date
make a cutout of number matching your age for Example 6 and decorate the same with
the picture of your favourite things, for example Cartoon, Chocolate etc.

Q2

Make a mini Mathematics dictionary using waste paper or old greeting cards. Pick up 25
words used in Mathematics and write them down along with their meaning. ( You may
refer to your mathematics book)

Q3

Represent multiplication tables, from 2 to 12, using lines and dots by an activity method.
(Use stickers to represent dots) (In Note book)

Q4

To represent a four digit number on a abacus experimentally and to find the place value
of each digit.
Material required :i) A small and thick wooden plyboard or thermocol sheet having four
holes in it. (ii) Four small sticks of equal length. (iii) 36 beads of different colours.
(iv) Sketch pens.

English
NOUNS
A. Complete the nouns in the square using the clues given below:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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1. A monkey has a long _____________
2. I saw him at the bus _____________
3. “What is the __________ today?” “10th”
4. Birds build this ____________
5. The boy is flying a __________
6. A ___________ twinkles in the sky in the night.
7. Parrot is sitting on the ______________
B. Complete this story by filling in the blanks with the suitable nouns:
Cap, house, girl, Alice, rabbit, bag, house
Alice was a young _____________. One day she had a dream. In the dream, a
white ________________ came running to her. He was wearing a _________ and
carrying ____________. He passed by Alice and went into his____________.
______________ followed him. Alice could not go inside the rabbit’s _____ and
went back home.
C. Imagine yourself as any one of the following. (On A4 size papers)
a) a bird
b) a squirrel
c) a rabbit d) a honey bee
e) an ant
Describe your home in ten sentences.
You can include the following points.
• Name of your shelter (e.g. Bird – nest)
• How and where do you make your shelter?
• What is special in your home for which you like it?
• Who all live with you?
•Which activities do you do there?
Draw a picture of your shelter.

Social Studies
Q-1

Write the name of 29 states and 7 Union Territories and their capital & learn them.

Q-2

On a political map of India, label and colour the following1 The state where Sunita William’s relatives live.
2 Two states where your relatives live.
3 A states that your parents want to visit.

Q-3

List three things that you want to learn from your mother.
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Learn and read L-1 and L-2
Complete worksheets
Activity..
Make four solution
a)
sugar +water
b)
Salt+ water
c)
Lemon +water
d)
Karela juice
5. write the tastes of solution in evs notebook

